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Selected methods for improving
photointerpretation features
of ultrasonographic images with the practical
application of wavelet transformation
Bogdan Jankowicz, Piotr Piotrowski
Summary
Images of different sections of the examined tissue, and in the result, the spatial image of the
examined organ on the flat screen of the monitor, are obtained using the mobile apparatus head,
which is moved by the physician over the patient’s body surface. The obtained image exactly
reproduces the reality, but its interpretation always depends on the physician.
Only the proficient knowledge of anatomy enables the correct interpretation of the image. For
example, a cyst looks like a homogeneous dark spot with regular shape and smooth edges, while
the tumour has a heterogeneous structure, visible as different shades of grey and ragged edges.
Of course, the interpretation of the image is not always as simple as that, and therefore, among
the professionals it is considered, that good diagnostics is more important than even the most
modern equipment. However, the technology and methodology of processing and visualization
of images is not without significance. By using the wavelet filtration to transform original images
– their photointerpretation becomes easier, and more accurate.
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1. Methodology of image processing – wavelet filtration

Due to the characteristics of the changes taking place in the processing, it is worth
noting the filtration, which depends on the type of the analysed area. That is why
multi-resolution wavelet analysis becomes essential, as it provides the means for local
modification of different scales of coefficients, as well as facilitating creation of a reconstruction of the desired part of the image.
However, the signal filtration in the field of wavelet transform is reduced to the
modification of transform coefficients, after which the appropriate calculations of
the inverse transform are performed. There is a possibility of local analysis, as well as
changing the signal reconstructed in different scales using the wavelet tool, which is not
possible in the case of the Fourier transformation.
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It is worth emphasizing that one of the important advantages of wavelet transformation is the option of selecting the basic functions, depending on the properties
of the useful signal. This is helpful at a later stage, that is, when extracting (showing,
highlighting) pathological changes from the redundant background (noise, image of
a healthy tissue, artefacts) at the threshold level. It is possible to adaptively increase
values of transform coefficients in the area where a significant object occurs. However,
it should be realized that several conditions must be met when constructing the base
for analysing functions due to the possibility of subsequent signal reconstruction. In
other words, for the designed transformation, the proper selected wavelet base and the
number of decomposition levels, the appropriate procedure to modify the coefficient
values should be selected.
There are many methods for thresholding values of transform coefficients (for
instance, hard or soft thresholding). Also applied to weaken or strengthen the value of
the coefficients, among other things, are: the initial classification, context, stimulation
of the shape of a useful object, etc.
Next, a schematic representation of the discrete wavelet transformation is
presented, which uses a pair of cascade processing filters (Figure 1). The filter impulse
responses are dependent on the transform base wavelet and on the form of the scaling function.
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Fig. 1. A. Diagram of a discrete wavelet transformation implementation: synthesis, analysis
B. Cascade processing, multi-resolution analysis using three levels of decomposition
(hpf – high pass filter, lpf – low pass filter, d – decimation, c – complement the samples)
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On the other hand, when considering classic wavelet transformation, it should be
emphasized that the orthogonal filter banks are used. However, these are also used in
many applications of wavelet image processing methods turned into bases of biorthogonal functions. Thanks to these databases, it is possible to perform wavelet transformations using linear phase filters with finite impulse responses. Accurate reproduction of
the signal from the transform coefficients is possible thanks to the biorthogonal filters,
which meet the condition of the so-called perfect reconstruction.
hpf(z)hpf(z–1) + lpf(z)lpf(z–1) = 2
hpf(z)hpf(–z–1) + lpf(z)lpf(–z–1) = 0
In addition, it is also worth mentioning the lifting diagram, which facilitates the
design of new bases, and also saves time. There is an option to use a lifting scheme
by wavelet transformation with biorthogonal bases. As it turns out, it is possible to
convert the filters from the weave implementation to the lifting shape. It consists of
predictive and clarifying steps (Figure 2). These steps are determined thanks to the
factoring of the polyphase matrix of the analysis filter bank. Furthermore, factorization replaces complex filter banks (form of set of impulse response coefficients) with
a series of simple filters for subsequent lifting steps. However, it should be noted that
a better solution is the direct design of the prediction and clarification functions, as
well as calculation of filter coefficients by means of which it is possible to implement
a convolutional design of transformation, as the factoring process is not entirely reliable.
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Fig. 2. A lifting diagram containing a prediction step (p), and a clarifying step (u) with a signal
time shift of one sample

Referring to wavelet transformations that involve the transformation of onedimensional signals, it turns out that with the so-called separable kernel (onedimensional kernel used independently for both dimensions) it is possible to obtain
a two-dimensional wavelet form of images. Two-dimensional kernels are created to
allow detailed analysis of irregularly shaped objects, and also taking into account the
image characteristics. In addition, the hexagonal wavelet kernel is used to test the
transformation form.
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2. Practical applications

In Doppler ultrasonography, by measuring the change in the frequency of ultrasound
reflections, we determine the speed of the reflecting obstacle. This phenomenon has just
been used in the construction of special ultrasonic devices, which allow, for example,
the assessment of blood flow in the blood vessels and heart. Ultrasounds reflected from
the moving blood mass return to the probe with a different frequency than the output.
The difference in frequencies is the basis for Doppler images. After computer processing of the received signals, it is possible to get a colour image. If its colour depends on
the direction of the blood flow, the physician will receive additional important information to distinguish between venous and arterial blood. In general, arterial blood is
displayed in red and venous in blue. It is also possible to accurately measure blood flow
velocity and other parameters on a special chart.
In wide vessels, blood flows through the cross section of the vessel at different speeds.
It flows the fastest along the axis of the vessel, i.e. in the middle, and it becomes slower
as it approaches its lateral walls. Ultrasounds, bouncing from individual layers, change
their frequency by different values. Therefore, we get not one Doppler frequency, but
the whole spectrum of frequencies. From this spectrum, the distribution of blood flow
velocity in the blood vessel can be determined, and subsequently, the average speed can
be calculated. In turn, to determine the amount of blood flowing through a vessel per
unit of time, it is still necessary to determine the width of the vessel. It is determined
by measuring the time difference of the return of ultrasound reflected from both walls
of the blood vessel. Doppler ultrasonography records heart contractions or blood flow
in blood vessels. It is possible to determine whether the visible anatomical structure is
a blood vessel, whether there is blood movement in it, and what kind of movement it is
(cork, laminar or turbulent), as well as what is the direction of blood flow.
Changes in blood flow velocity are also determined at the place of an intravascular
obstruction or narrowing of the entire vessel; this presents the pathological vascularization of the tumour, and calculates quantitative blood flow parameters.
3. Conclusion

Photography is the source of enormous amount of information about the studied
subject. Despite possible faults (for example, not capturing exactly all the details), it
has great information potential [Piech 2013]. But, as demonstrated by the examples
given and the photos shown, the technology and methodology of image visualization
is of great importance to proper and accurate interpretation of ultrasound images.
The multi-resolution image decomposition performed in the wavelet transformation
makes it possible to pack signal energy in a small number of wavelet coefficients and
to emphasize the characteristics of the image (such as contours and edges distribution,
texture and noise properties), which creates greater possibilities and better solutions
for effective compression and encoding algorithms [Przelaskowski 2002]. Another
interesting option for photointerpretation may be the supervised classification. Thanks
to the latter, the image is analysed, on which each pixel is categorized into the appropri-
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Fig. 3. The illustration shows the effect of applying different filtering methods to the USG image
– arterial blood (red) flows through the carotid artery narrowed slightly by atheromatous
plaque. Blue point indicates swirling of blood. Above the jugular, a vein can be seen,
through which the blood returns to the heart (blue). Applied filters: a) sharp, b) sketch,
c) glowing, d) light

Source: authors’ study

Fig. 4. Sample image of liver ultrasound L/P and the use of a contour filter revealing many
structures invisible on the original image
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ate class [Kwoczyńska et al. 2014]. This method of analysis of ultrasound images can
also be widely used in interpretation.
By using the right tools to transform the original images, their photointerpretation becomes easier, and therefore more accurate, which undoubtedly contributes to
formulating the correct medical diagnosis.
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